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Gaussian mixture models are the most popular probability den-
sity used in automatic speech recognition. During decoding, often
many Gaussians are evaluated. Only a small number of Gaussians
contributes significantly to probability. Several promising meth-
ods to select relevant Gaussians are known. These methods have
different properties in terms of required memory, overhead and
quality of selected Gaussians. Projection search, bucket box in-
tersection, and Gaussian clustering are investigated in a broadcast
news system with focus on adaptation (MLLR).
Index Terms: speech recognition, LVCSR, Gaussian selection,
speaker adaptation, MLLR.
1. Introduction
The most popular probability density functions used in speech
recognition are Gaussian mixtures. To compute the likelihood
for an active HMM-state during decoding the associated Gaussian
mixture (GM) has to be evaluated. Only a relatively small num-
ber of Gaussians that is close to the observation x has a chance
to significantly contribute to the likelihood. Even in a system
with well-tuned beams, 30%-50% of the time can be spent in
evaluating the acoustic model. To accelerate this part of decod-
ing, several techniques have been developed to find the relevant
Gaussians quickly. In many speech recognition systems adapta-
tion techniques are used to improve performance. We compare
three substantially different methods to find out how they are af-
fected by adaptation: projection search, bucket box intersection,
and clustering.
2. Fast Gaussian Selection Methods
Gaussian selection (GS) methods can be divided into two cate-
gories. The first category selects the most promising Gaussians
based on a precalculated data structure (bucket box intersection
and clustering), whereas the second category operates directly on
the feature space (projection search). It is quite obvious that meth-
ods with precalculated data structures yield better results, but such
data structures need to be updated after adaptation of the acoustic
model.
2.1. Projection Search
Projection search [1] is based on a dynamic partitioning of the
feature space and therefore needs almost no additional memory.
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Gaussians that are located in a rectangular subspace of size 2ε
nd the feature vector are identified during decoding without
precalculation. This is done by limiting each dimension of the
re space by two hyperplanes orthogonal to the according co-
nate axes. The hyperplanes have distance ε to the observation
or. According to Ortmanns [2], it is sufficient to limit only
first 4 to 7 dimensions of an LDA-transformed feature space.
starts with the first dimension and proceeds iteratively to the
higher dimensions. If no Gaussian is left inside the hyper-
at any point a back-off Gaussian has to be selected. In our
lementation, the closest Gaussian according to the last exam-
dimension is used.
Bucket Box Intersection
Bucket Box Intersection (BBI) algorithm [3] divides the fea-
space into 2d rectangular regions (buckets). The regions are
nized in a K-dimensional space partitioning tree (K-d tree) de-
ped by Bentley [4]. At every non-terminal node, the current
on is divided into two half-spaces by means of a hyperplane or-
onal to one of the K coordinate axes. Any vector x can now be
ted with respect to the dividing hyperplane by a single scalar
parison. A sequence of d scalar comparisons leads to the leaf
aining the vector x. The GM computation can be restricted to
valuation of the Gaussians in the bucket. The assignment of a
ssian to a bucket is based on the rectangular box, which con-
the part of a Gaussian, with a diagonal covariance matrix, that
ove a certain threshold γ. Each Gaussian is assigned to every
et, with which the Gaussian box intersects. If a bucket does
contain any Gaussian of a certain GM, the nearest Gaussian of
M is assigned to the bucket.
Gaussian Clustering
preprocessing of Gaussian clustering partitions the feature
e into cells, and a centroid is calculated for each cell. During
uation, only the Gaussians of one or a few cells with centroids
est to the feature vector are evaluated. This method was first
ished by Boccherie [5]; many systems use variations [6, 7, 8].
ddition to the standard k-means clustering, we also used k-
ns-like clustering with Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [7].
ad of k-means clustering, top-down clustering could also be
[8]. In our approach, the clusters are disjoint and each Gaus-
only belongs to the closest centroid, whereas other methods
n a Gaussian e. g. to all centroids that are closer than a certain
shold. If no Gaussian of a GM belongs to any of the topN se-
d clusters during decoding of a HMM-state, a back-off value
to be used. We tested different approaches: a constant value,
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the value of the (topN + 1)st centroid Gaussian and the value of
the Gaussian closest to the first centroid, which can be preselected.
We found that the back-off scheme is crucial to achieve a good per-
formance with a small number of selected Gaussians. Therefore,
in the experiments a back-off Gaussian is used. When perform-
ing speaker adaptation the cluster centroids, the assignment of the
Gaussians to the centroids and the back-offs should also be up-
dated. Since the update of the assignment and the back-offs is
expensive in time, we only recalculate the centroids based on the
transformed Gaussians and the assignment of the initial unadapted
acoustic model.
2.4. Measurements
For the evaluation of the GS methods, we measured different val-
ues of each system. Word Error Rate (WER) was measured using
sclite from NIST’s Speech Recognition Scoring Toolkit. To mea-
sure time complexity, we counted the average number of evaluated
Gaussians Per Frame normalized by the total number of Gaussians
in the acoustic model (GPF). This also indicates the quality of the
selected Gaussians. Methods or settings with a smaller WER and
the same GPF select better Gaussians. Since the overhead for find-
ing the nearest Gaussians is not taken into account by GPF, we
also measured the Real-Time Factor (RTF) of the speech recog-
nizer without start-up time. The RTF is normalized by the length
of the decoded audio data.
3. Baseline System
The baseline system is a Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) Broad-
cast News (BN) recognizer based on the Janus Recognition Toolkit
(JRTk) [9] and the single pass Ibis decoder [10]. First, automatic
segmentation followed by clustering of the speech segments found
is performed. The same signal processing as [11] is used: 13
MFCC coefficients, cluster based cepstral mean and variance nor-
malization, concatenation of +/-7 MFCC frames and linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) reduce the dimensionality to 42. On top
of the LDA transform, a single semi-tied covariance (STC) [12]
matrix is used. Two context-dependent fully continuous acoustic
models each with 3000 Codebooks and a total of 160k Gaussians
were trained on 85h of audio (FBIS + TDT4 distributed by LDC)
using maximum likelihood criteria. The first model is a speaker
independent model used in the first decoding pass (SI-pass), the
model used in the second decoding pass (SA-pass) is a speaker-
adaptive trained one (SAT). At each iteration a single constrained
MLLR (cMLLR) per speaker is estimated [13]. The SI-pass hy-
potheses are used to adapt the SAT-model of the SA-pass. For
each speaker cluster, one cMLLR transform is estimated; depend-
ing on the amount of data, multiple MLLR transformations are
used to adapt the means [13, 14]. With this adapted model, the
final hypotheses are decoded.
Both decoding passes use a 3-gram language model (test set
perplexity 372) trained on the MSA Gigaword corpus from LDC
with a vocabulary of 115k words beeing used. The evaluation of
the GM models uses a top-1 approximation and the beams of both
passes are optimized for speed without loss in WER. The experi-
ments are performed on the DARPA RT04f evaluation set; Table 1
shows the WER for both passes, the average GPF, the RTF and how
much time was spent to compute the acoustic scores (AS-Time).
AS-Time allows to estimate how much speedup can be achieved
by reducing the score computation. It must be taken into account,




































RT04f WER GPF RTF AS-Time
SI-pass 35.7% 58% 4.4 37%
SA-pass 29.4% 43% 2.5 46%
Table 1: Performance measures for baseline system
aussians to be evaluated, and the number of language model
ies affect each other during decoding. As a consequence the
may increase if the pruning is too tight.
4. Experiments
ompare the different GS methods, the parameter spaces of the
ods were explored extensively for SI-pass and SA-pass. In
paper, we focus on experiments that explore the behavior of
SA-pass after adaptation and relate it to the behavior of the
ass. To achieve a common ground for adaptation, the same
theses of the baseline SI-pass are used during adaptation in-
d of the hypotheses from a fast system. In our experiments,
found that if we sacrificed some WER (1-2%) in the SI-pass
btain the hypotheses quickly the WER of the SA-pass is unal-
. However, if the WER of the SI-pass degrades too much, this
affects the SA-pass: first the system becomes slower and then
R starts to increase.
In the experiments, we consider a difference in WER of up
.5% absolute (2% relative) as not significant compared to the
line system.
Projection Search
ection search has two main parameters, which have to be tuned
chieve optimal performance: the number of evaluated dimen-
s N and the threshold ε. In our experiments, we varied both
ematically and - as expected - found that with increasing N
decreasing ε the evaluated GPF drops. If the GPF falls below
rtain value more or less independent of N and ε, the WER
ns to increase quickly. Figure 1 shows this effect for the SA-
, but the behavior is the same for both decoding passes. A
ll GPF with a low WER can be achieved by using a compara-
























igure 1: Projection search: Quality of Gaussians (SA-pass)
Unfortunately, the overhead of a large N and ε reduces the
evable speedup and can even lead to an increase of the RTF.
best trade-off for the SI-pass is to use only the first 3 dimen-






































Figure 2: BBI: Quality of Gaussians (top SI-pass, bottom SA-pass)
duction (17%) can be achieved during the SA-pass, but here it is
necessary to consider a slightly higher number of dimensions to
achieve the same performance. This might be because after adap-
tation to the SAT acoustic model, more dimensions may be equally
important. The experiment shows that projection search can be
applied successfully in combination with adaptation. Since the
overhead of this method depends on the number of bounded di-
mensions and the threshold ε only a small number of dimensions
should be examined with a small threshold.
4.2. Bucket Box Intersection
The BBI algorithm has two parameters that can be tuned, the depth
d of the tree and the threshold γ, which controls the size of the
Gaussian boxes. With large boxes, it is more likely that a Gaus-
sian is assigned to multiple leafs of the tree. We explored various
depths, each with varying thresholds, and found out that for the
SI-pass the best performance is achieved with deeper trees and a γ
value for large boxes, and that for flat trees more GPFs are evalu-
ated (see figure 2 top)
The situation changes if adaptation is applied in the SA-pass.
Because cMLLR can be applied in the feature space to let the ob-
servation x look more like the model expects it to be, BBI is not
affected. If the acoustic model changes due to MLLR adaptation,
the BBI-tree needs to be changed. Since no algorithm is known
to update the tree after adaptation, it is necessary to recompute
the BBI-tree for each speaker. Often not much data per speaker
is available for the BN-domain; i.e. automatic clustering found
34 speakers in the RT04f eval set. The time to build individual
BBI-trees for each of them would add at least 50% of the time the
baseline system needs for decoding. This overhead would make
the overall system slower than the baseline, but if sufficient data
of one speaker is available this is the best approach (see figure
2 bottom). Nevertheless, it is possible to speed up the SA-pass



























































ssian which contributes significantly to the acoustic score falls
the selected leaf, the Gaussian boxes should be large or the
should be shallow. Figure 2 bottom demonstrates that both
hs achieve the same WER for the same number of GPFs, i. e.
I-tree of depth 10 selects Gaussians with the same quality
e BBI-tree of depth 6. Therefore it makes no sense to use
er BBI-trees in the SA-pass, since they have more overhead
need more memory. With a depth of 6 and a WER of 29.7%,
chieved a relative speedup of 19%.
Theoretically it doesn’t seem reasonable to use BBI if adapta-
is used at the same time, but it is possible to gain a speedup
out significant loss of performance with the right choice of
meters.
Gaussian Clustering
clustering algorithm has got three parameters: the number of
ters N , the number of evaluated clusters topN and the dis-
e measure. If Euclidean distance is used for clustering, the
e distance is used to find the topN centroids. If KL-distance
ed during clustering, the centroids are actual Gaussians with a
onal covariance matrix and the likelihood is used to find the
centroids. We performed tests varying N and topN us-
both distances. As expected fewer GPF can achieve the same
R with increasing N for both decoding passes. However, the
head to find the topN centroids increases with N and, for the
ass, 1024 clusters were optimal for both distances. With KL-
ters a speedup of 26% relative was achieved and an even better
dup (33%) for Euclidian distance, because it is less expensive
mpute.
Similar to BBI, adaptation with cMLLR in the feature space
problematic. Theoretically, a single MLLR transform could
be used to transform the centroids. However, we did not in-
igate this approach, because we used multiple transformations.
ur experiments with the SA-pass, we investigated if an update
e centroids is beneficial. The quality of the selected Gaussians
roves after updating the centroids. In figure 3, the graph ”Di-
ence (no update)” shows that the quality of the Gaussian se-
on is low compared to the ”Divergence” with update. With the
te, the same fast settings can be used as during the SI-pass and
efore a better speedup can be achieved. The figure also shows
by using the same number (1024) of clusters the quality of the
cted Gaussians degrades consistently if Euclidian distance is
. However, the overhead is smaller and therefore the speedup
e same. Figure 3 also shows that with a larger (2048) number
lusters, the Euclidian distance improves the selection of Gaus-
s over the KL-distance. The smaller overhead of the Euclidian
nce and a low GPF of 6% due to the 2048 clusters achieve the
speedup overall of 41% with a WER of 29.4%.
This shows that it is important to update the cluster centroids
e SA-pass, but it does not seem necessary to update the as-
ment of the Gaussians to the centroids or the assigned back-
Gaussians. It also shows that the simple Euclidean distance
be used with our preprocessing. However, this can vary de-
ing on the type of features. If a tree-like structure such as a
-tree is used to find the topN clusters, we expect the advan-
of Euclidian distance to disappear. To compute a BBI-tree for
a small number of centroid Gaussians is not time-consuming
can be done after every adaptation. However, if a layered clus-























Figure 3: Clustering: Quality of Gaussians (SA-pass)
SI-pass
Proj. search BBI Clusters (Eucl.)
WER 35.8% 35.8% 35.5%
Speedup 15% 19% 33%
GPF 19% 9% 3%
SA-pass
Proj. search BBI Clusters (Eucl.)
WER 29.9% 29.7% 29.4%
Speedup 17% 19% 41%
GPF 13% 11% 6%
Adaptable - NO YES
Table 2: Best speedup for the different Gaussian selection methods
4.4. Comparison
We are especially interested in speedup if adaptation (cMLLR,
MLLR) is applied. Table 2 compares the performance of the dif-
ferent methods with the best parameter settings.
The advantage of projection search over BBI and Gaussian
clustering is that it can be applied easily after adaptation, because it
computes the selected Gaussians based exclusively on the current
model. It achieves a consistent reduction of the RTF of about 15%
relative for both decoding passes. However, the quality of the GS
is not as high as for BBI or Gaussian clustering. In addition, after
adaptation more dimensions need to be evaluated, which results in
higher costs.
Using one global BBI-tree for the acoustic model allows to
find the list of relevant Gaussians for a given feature x with the
smallest overhead of all methods in the SA-pass. Since no method
is known to adapt a BBI-tree, it seems necessary to recompute the
tree after each adaptation. This is only suitable if the amount of
audio per speaker to decode is large enough. If this is too time-
intensive, an alternative is to use a precomputed BBI-tree with
very robust settings. However, this limits the speedup that can be
achieved. The number of evaluated GPF with such a BBI-tree is
smaller than for projection search and the speedup is higher com-
pared to projection search.
Gaussian clustering and the use of Gaussians of the topN clus-
ters gave the best speedup in both decoding passes compared to the
other methods. One advantage of Gaussian clustering is the possi-
bility to adapt the centroids quickly after transforming the acoustic
model by MLLR. This allows to use the same fast settings as in the
SI-pass and achieves the smallest number of GPFs while maintain-


































compared projection search, bucket box intersection and Gaus-
clustering with a focus on adaptation and we found that all
ods improve decoding speed regardless of the use of adapta-
.
Overall, Gaussian clustering results in the best speedup com-
d to the other methods for both decoding passes. We described
to update the precomputed data structure quickly after adap-
n and found this to be important to achieve improved perfor-
ce.
Projection search presents no problems with adapted acous-
odels and seems most suitable for systems with very tight
ory constraints. For systems with large vocabularies, large
uage models, and large acoustic models, memory usually is
a constraint and therefore other methods are preferable.
A global BBI-tree finds relevant Gaussians with a small over-
. That is less effective after MLLR adaptation if the tree is not
mputed. Nevertheless, a single shallow unadapted tree with
e boxes still yields a good speedup even after adaptation, but
t as effective as Gaussian clustering.
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